IFS FOFO NT60 BASE MACHINE
MODEL: IFS-FOF8
PUMP: FOFO PUMP P2 SANI 30 GPM
W/ FOFO TANK SS SANI
UTILITIES: 8A @ 110VAC
80 PSI @ 27 CFM

TRANSFER PUMP AIR
PUMP: FOFO PUMP P2 SANI
30 GPM
80 PSI @ 27 CFM

CAPPER NT LH
W/ CAPSORT CENTRIFUGAL 26 INCH
HOOK BELT LH
W/CAPPER BULK FEEDER
W/ BOTTLE SPACER BELT DOUBLE
HIGH SPEED
MODEL: IFS-ILC
UTILITIES: 110VAC @ 20A
80 PSI @ 5 CFM

ENERCON SUPER SEAL 100
INDUCTION SEALER
UTILITIES: 208VAC, 3 PH, 10A

UNIVERSAL CP-1000
FRONT/BACK AND
WRAP LABELER
UTILITIES: 15A @ 120VAC

CONVMD METAL DETECTOR
TO SUIT LOMA IQ2 350 X 200
(SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER)

BCTD - TRANSFER BELTS
Utility requirements:
Electric: 110 VAC / 6 Amps

TT45UN ECONO
MODEL TT-45UN
W/ TTRECTANGLE
UTILITIES: 4A @ 120VAC

IFS CONVEYOR 4 1/2" WIDE
15 FT (LF821-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

IFS CONVEYOR 4 1/2" WIDE
31 FT W/ NON METALIC CHAIN
(LF821-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 9A @ 120VAC

TT45AC ECONO
MODEL TT-45AC
W/ TT45PO
UTILITIES: 3A @ 120VAC

ULTRADOSER SC350 LIQUID NITROGEN
INJECTION SYSTEM
LIQUID NITROGEN: 3-22 PSI (0.2-1.5 BAR)
GAZEOUS NITROGEN: 60-100 PSI (4.1-6.9 BAR)
ELECTRICITY: 110-240VAC; 50/60HZ; 110W

CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 38 +/- 2"

Extracts and Flavorings